Abstract-Paradoxical signaling occurs when the same signaling molecule can trigger antagonistic cell functions. For example, T-Cells secret cytokine IL-2 which promotes TCell proliferation and also affects cell death. It has been shown that cells with this signaling capability have bi-stable population dynamics. Cells can achieve identical levels of population homeostasis for initial cell concentrations within the region of attraction. These capabilities are desirable in the context of synthetic population control circuits designed for application in therapeutic treatment of various diseases. It thus becomes important to understand the dependence of the cell system on the intracellular paradoxical components and to develop accurate models to provide insight into optimal design characteristics. Here, we create a model that integrates three IL-2 driven intracellular mechanisms that trigger 1) T-cell proliferation 2) T-cell apoptosis and 3) IL-2 production. Using this model, we are able to explore the internal mechanisms necessary for paradoxical signaling in T-Cells. It was shown that the intracellular mechanisms considered were sufficient to produce population dynamic characteristics of paradoxical signaling consistent with published systems level models and data. Furthermore, analysis of parameters revealed dependency of population bistability on the production and activation of the specific intracellular proteins considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important topic in synthetic biology is development of cell-cell communication modules that can regulate population size of cell communities. Current research with bacterial cells create homeostatic cell population densities by synthetically interfacing quorum-sensing behavior with programmed cell death [1] . This enhanced cell capability has implications in gastrointestinal diseases caused by loss or disruption of healthy bacteria in the gut [2] . In order to alleviate this issue, one could introduce an engineered version of the disrupted bacteria that could maintain a constant cell population in the midst of environmental perturbations. In mammalian cells, there is also an increased need for a synthetic population control circuit. Such research has implications in immunotherapies that modify and enhance *This research is partially supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (Agreement HR0011-17-2-0008). The content of the information does not necessarily reflect the position or the policy of the Government, and no official endorsement should be inferred. the normal capacity of the patient's immune cells [3] and in synthetic wound healing where engineered epithelial, endothelial and immune cells (among others) require robust population control modules.
Research surrounding synthetic population control circuits could lead to treatment of disease by moving beyond traditional approaches and allowing the development of smart therapies, where the therapeutic agent can make decisions based on intercommunication between adjacent cells and the environment. One key issue in the development of the previously described synthetic population circuits is their sensitivity to sensing mutations. These mutations can cause overgrowth of the cell population [4] . Furthermore in the aforementioned applications, it could be necessary to have two homeostatic states such that the cell population could expand or collapse to a specified size when needed.
These concerns can be addressed using a paradoxical signaling-based population control mechanism. Paradoxical signaling occurs when the same quorum sensing molecule can affect antagonistic cell behaviors. As a result, the population dynamics have bistable characteristics. At quorum sensing molecule levels below a certain threshold, the population can be maintained at a stable low or off population state. Above a certain threshold the cell population expands to a stable high or on population state. Within the paradoxical circuit architecture, mutated cells that have lost quorum sensing capabilities will be stuck in the off state. Cells with the same mutation would have taken over in the nonparadoxical population circuit [5] .
T-Cells exhibit paradoxical signaling naturally by secreting a cytokine IL-2 which promotes T-Cell proliferation [6] and also affects cell death [7] . In order to build a synthetic paradoxical signaling regulated population control circuit with optimal characteristics, it is beneficial to understand the natural T-cell system by modeling intracellular paradoxical components. This can help identify the reaction modules that can be formulated synthetically. Previous models have described the dynamic interaction of IL-2 and cell population without elucidation of intracellular biochemical reactions regulated by IL-2 [4] , [5] , [8] . These models provide a systems level understanding of the paradoxical signaling population control system. Furthermore, they reveal bistable population dynamics as a consequence of IL-2 having a cooperative affect on proliferation rate and linear effect on death rate. This causes the net growth (proliferation minus death rate) as a function of cytokine IL-2 to be at equilibrium for three points. When the lowest and highest equilibrium points are stable, and the middle point unstable, paradoxical Specifically in this paper, we postulate a combination of intracellular mechanisms drawn from multiple references [4] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , that could be involved within the paradoxical signaling process. Furthermore we are able to show that the concentration of key intracellular proteins may be directly related to cell proliferation and death rates and are sufficient to explain the characteristic relationship between IL-2 and net growth rate. This is distinct from previous works because we perform analysis of intracellular mechanisms that directly affect population bistability. Furthermore, we show that these mechanisms are sufficient to gain further insight into the circuit functionality and stability properties. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give an overview of the known intracellular mechanisms involved in IL-2 induced T-cell proliferation, death and IL-2 production. In Section III we propose a set of coupled intracellular-population dynamic equations based on mathematical derivations of reactions from Section II. In Section IV we simplify the full set of dynamic equations based on the assumption of rapid intracellular reactions compared to cell division. In Section V, we analyze the resulting simplified model using computational simulation for varied parameters. We summarize the main findings of the paper and discuss future work in Section VI.
II. IDENTIFICATION OF IL-2 REGULATED MECHANISMS
OF PROLIFERATION, DEATH AND IL-2 PRODUCTION Table I summarizes the species involved in the mechanisms described in the subsequent sections. Table II summarizes the complete reactions for IL-2 induced cell proliferation, cell death and IL-2 production that were considered. 
These reactions are either taken directly, modified or inferred from experimental results of associated references.
A. IL-2 Production and Ligand/Receptor Binding
The mechanism of IL-2 binding to its corresponding receptor was obtained from [9] . However the two step reaction (IL-2 binding to IL-2Rα and association of the resulting complex with IL-2Rβ and IL-2Rγ) was simplified to only one single (IL-2 (I) binding to receptor (R)) event. IL-2 was assumed to diffuse rapidly within the model causing the system to function in the well-mixed regime. It has been shown through experimentation that there is an effective cooperativity of IL-2 due to positive feedback on IL-2Rα [10] . Based on this knowledge we postulate a simplified description of IL-2 induced activation of IL-2 receptor gene (G R ) and subsequent production of the receptorR that can represent this cooperative effect.
In addition, the cell population was assumed to be homogeneous. With these assumptions, we may model the effective rate of change of IL-2 concentration as the sum of the production/secretion of IL-2 from each cell. The production (and therefore secretion) of IL-2 is also regulated as a function of activated STAT5 (S * ). The mechanism of down regulation is described by activated STAT5 binding to the IL-2 production gene (G I ), limiting IL-2 production [9] .
B. IL-2 Mediated STAT5 Activation
From [9] we have identified that the binding of STAT5 onto the IL-2 receptor complex leads to its activation. STAT5 deactivation is also incorporated. In addition, it has been shown that activated STAT5 is essential for the proliferative Fig. 1 . Schematic of T-cell Intracellular Reactions. At the systems level (top left), IL-2 is secreted and detected by T-Cells which leads to change in population density. IL-2 (I) binds to its receptor (R) and activates STAT5 (S). FasL (F) initiates the activation of caspase8 (C). Activated STAT5 (S * ) and caspase8 (C * ) lead to T-cell proliferation and death respectively. Activated STAT5 also negatively regulates IL-2 production. IL-2 positively regulates the production of FasL and IL-2 Receptor. While STAT5 and caspase8 are conserved quantities, IL-2, FasL, and IL-2 receptor get degraded.
response of T cells [9] , [12] . Here, we postulate that the cell proliferation rate is directly proportional to the activated STAT5.
C. IL-2 Mediated Caspase8 Activation
The Fas pathway is considered for explaining the IL-2 regulated mechanism of cell death [7] , [15] . Fas signaling is initiated by oligomerization of the Fas receptor by FasL [15] . The cytoplasmic domain of Fas then binds the adapter molecule FADD/MORT-1. This is followed by the binding FLICE/MACH-1 (caspase-8) [14] . The caspase is activated, leading to a cascade of catalytic activation of caspases that culminates in apoptosis. IL-2 increases transcription and surface expression of Fas ligand (FasL) [7] . Assuming Fas and FADD/MORT-1 are present in large amounts, we have simplified the multi-step reaction of FasL (F) mediated caspase8 (C) activation to one reaction. A simplified mechanism of IL-2 induced FasL production is also included. We furthermore postulate that the cell death rate is directly proportional to the activated caspase8 (C * ).
III. INTEGRATED SYSTEMS LEVEL AND INTRACELLULAR LEVEL MODEL OF T-CELL PARADOXICAL SIGNALING
The differential equations corresponding to the reactions in table II are presented below. The equations are derived using mass action kinetics. For the population dynamics, we apply an exponential growth equation which is the standard method employed in the quantitative analyses of mammalian cell proliferation in culture. This method is based on the implicit assumption that, within a cell population under study, all division events give rise to daughter cells that always divide [16] .
A. IL-2 Production and Ligand/Receptor Binding
Equations (1) - (4) summarize IL-2 receptor binding dynamics, IL-2 production, and receptor production. Here, we include an environmental source/sink (I 0 ) of IL-2. If this source/sink is not present, the low/off population homeostasis state is equal to zero [4] .
B. IL-2 Mediated STAT5 Activation
Equations (5) - (9) summarize the mechanisms of IL-2 mediated STAT5 activation and down regulation of IL-2 production by activated STAT5 (S*) binding to the IL-2 gene (G I ).
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C. IL-2 Mediated Caspase8 Activation
Equations (10) - (14) summarize FasL mediated caspase8 activation and IL-2 induced FasL production.
D. Cell Population Dynamics
The net growth of the cell population (N) is defined as proliferation minus death rate. We have postulated the dependency of proliferation rate on the concentration of activated STAT5 (S * ) and the death rate on the concentration of activated caspase8 (C * ). The differential equation for the exponential growth is summarized in equation (15) .
IV. SIMPLIFIED COUPLED INTRACELLULAR-POPULATION DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
Using singular perturbation theory, we may approximate (under suitable conditions) a reduced system where the dynamics of the slow variables considered. Let: = δ1 k2 . To convert the system to standard singular perturbation we consider the coordinate changeĪ = I + IR + IG R + IG F which takes the into singular perturbation form: 1. The reduced order system can be found by setting to zero and assuming S tot ≈ S + S * and using C tot = C + C * (from equations 11 and 12), G Rtot = G R + IG R (derived from equations 3 and 4), G F tot = G F + IG F (derived from equations 13 and 14) and G Itot = G I + IG I (derived from equations 5 and 6). Here, G Itot , G F tot , G Rtot are the total amounts of IL-2 production gene, FasL production gene, and IL-2 receptor production gene respectively. C tot and S tot are the total amounts of caspase8 and STAT5 respectively.
A. IL-2 Production and Ligand/Receptor Binding
Singular perturbation theory identifies the following intracellular reactions as having fast dynamics: 1) activated STAT5 binding IL-2 production gene 2) IL-2 binding IL-2 receptor production gene and 3) IL-2 binding to its receptor. We may write:
In equation 17 the down-regulation of IL-2 by STAT5 is represented mathematically by the repression Hill equation found through simplification to the reduced system through singular perturbation theory.
B. IL-2 Mediated STAT5 Activation
Singular perturbation theory identifies the following intracellular reactions as having fast dynamics: 1) IL-2 receptor dynamics 2) IL-2 binding IL-2 receptor production gene 3)IL-2/receptor binding and STAT5. 4) IL-2 binding to FasL production gene. We may write:
Where:
The Hill function represents the cooperative effect of IL-2 on activated STAT5 given positive feedback of the IL-2 receptor.
C. IL-2 mediated Caspase8 activation:
Singular perturbation theory identifies caspase8 activation and FasL dynamics as having fast dynamics.
The resulting expression is a cooperative relationship between activated caspase8 and IL-2. If we assume that the · N −1 ) rates as a function of IL-2 cytokine for reduced system. The proliferation and death curves intersect at three points which lead to 3 equilibrium points on the net growth curve. apparent disassociation constant B is much larger than IL-2 concentration, we can approximate a linear relationship between activated caspase8 and IL-2.
D. Cell Population Dynamics
Substituting the expressions for activated STAT5 (equation 18 and caspase8 (equation 19(found through simplification of the reduced system), we may write the rate of change of cell number N as a function of IL-2:
V. ANALYSIS OF STABILITY AS A FUNCTION OF INTRACELLULAR PARAMETERS
A. Net Growth Growth Rate as a function of IL-2
Summarizing the above singular perturbation analysis, the reduced slow system dynamics are given by:
f (x, y) a 2 × 1 vector with elements equal the RHS of equations 17 and 20 and g(x, y) is a 11 × 1 vector with elements equal the RHS of equations (2)- (14). Here, the slow manifold (locally unique solution to g(x, y) = 0) is verified to be locally asymptotically stable. Figure 2 represents the IL-2 dependent proliferation and death rates of the cell population (N ) for the reduced system. The left blue curve represents the death rate (β Ctot B · I)) which is linear with respect to IL-2 under previously explained assumptions. The slope is directly dependent on the total amount of caspase8 (which is a conserved quantity). The slope of the death rate is inversely dependent on coefficient B which is associated with the mechanisms of IL-2/FasL gene binding, activation of caspase8 and production and degradation of FasL. If the slope is too steep (or not steep enough) equilibrium points will be eliminated. This will effectively eliminate the possibility of bistability in the population dynamics.
The left purple curve of Figure 2 represents the proliferation rate (αS tot I 2 (I 2 +A) ) which is a Hill function (of Hill coefficient 2) with respect to IL-2. The Hill coefficient represents the ultrasensitivity of activated STAT5 (and proliferation rate) to IL-2 due positive feedback of the IL-2 receptor. If this ultrasensitivity is removed (i.e Hill coefficient ≤ 1), equilibrium points will be eliminated which will eliminate the possibility of bistability as previously mentioned.
The right red curve of Figure 2 , is the net growth rate (proliferation minus death rate = dN dt · N −1 ) as a function of IL-2. As can be seen, the net growth rate curve is at equilibrium at three points. In order to exhibit bistable population dynamics, the middle equilibrium point must be unstable while the low and high and equilibrium points must be stable. Conditions for the stability of each equilibrium point (I eg , N eq ) can be found by calculating the eigenvalues (λ i , i = 1, 2) of the Jacobian matrix associated with equation 21:
This analysis further reveals a dependency for equilibrium point stability on the slope of the net growth evaluated at the
The lowest and highest equilibrium points are stable if:
= {m|m < 0} (23) Where:
The middle equilibrium point is unstable if:
= {m|m > 0} (24) From equations 23 and 24 we may conclude that bistability is guaranteed when the net growth rate of the cell population decreases with respect to IL-2 around the low and high equilibrium points. Conversely, the net growth rate of the cell population must increase around the middle equilibrium point. These conclusions agree with the previous observations on the relationship between IL-2 and growth/death rates derived from the proposed intracellular mechanisms. While the death rate is linear with respect to IL-2 , the growth rate must increase gradually and then saturate at low and high IL-2 levels respectively.
B. Dependency of Net Growth Rate Curve on Intracellular Mechanistic Parameters
To further understand the dependence of net growth rate as a function of intracellular mechanistic parameters we examine coefficient A. As previously discussed, coefficient A is associated with the mechanisms of IL-2/receptor gene binding, activation of STAT5 and production and degradation of IL-2 receptor. More specifically, A is the product of 5 terms: 1) the disassociation constant associated with IL-2 binding to IL-2 receptor 2) the disassociation constant associated with IL-2/receptor gene binding 3) the ratio of deactivation to activation rates of STAT5 4) the ratio of degradation to production rates of IL-2 receptor 5) the inverse of receptor gene concentration. Therefore smaller values of coefficient A signify larger forward rates of IL-2 induced production of IL-2 receptor, and increased STAT5 activation. As can be seen from Figure 3 , decreasing values of A effectively shifts the threshold (middle unstable open red circle) and the high/on population state (largest stable filled green circle) outward, away from each other. This extends the range of initial conditions whose subsequent trajectories end up at the the high/on population state (basin of attraction). Whereas the basin of attraction reduces for the low/off population state. A. An environmental disturbance causing removal of IL-2 of same relative magnitude (blue arrow) is introduced into the 2 systems. In the system with larger A coefficient (left), the cell population shifts below the unstable equilibrium to a regime with negative net growth. In the system with smaller A coefficient (right), the cell population remains in a regime with positive net growth B. In the system with larger A coefficient (left) the IL-2 disturbance applied at t = 10 results in the collapse of the cell population to a smaller homeostatic state. In the system with smaller A coefficient (right) the cell population is able to recover from the IL-2 disturbance applied at t= 10.
C. System Response to Disturbance
From the analysis in the previous section we can infer increased stability to disturbances around the high/on steady state for decreased coefficient A. In Figure 4 an environmental disturbance causing removal of the same relative magnitude of IL-2 is introduced into paradoxical signaling systems with high and low coefficient A at t = 10. In the system with larger coefficient A (Figure 4 left), the cell population shifts below the unstable equilibrium to a regime with negative net growth ( Figure 4A left) resulting in the shift of IL-2 concentration to the lower equilibrium value and the collapse of the cell population to the smaller homeostatic state ( Figure 4B left) .
In the system with smaller A coefficient (Figure 4 right), the cell population remains in a regime with positive net growth (above the unstable equilibrium and within the basin of attraction) ( Figure 4A right) . This results in the IL-2 concentration remaining robust to the disturbance and the cell population is able to recover from the disturbance (Figure 4B right).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that modeling the intracellular mechanisms involved in IL-2 regulated cell proliferation, cell death, and IL-2 production is sufficient to produce population dynamic characteristics of paradoxical signaling. Analysis of parameters revealed dependency of population stability on the production of IL-2 receptor and activation of STAT5. Furthermore, the assumption that activated STAT5 is proportional to cell proliferation is sufficient to explain the characteristic relationship between IL-2 and cell proliferation previously shown in [4] if ultrasensitivity due to receptor feedback is considered. The dynamics of caspase8 was also shown to be consistent with the linear relationship between IL-2 and death rate. In the design of synthetic systems we can tune analogous parameters to get desired circuit functionality. In particular, depending on the applications it may be desired to have a unstable (easily switched between homeostatic states) paradoxical design or a stable (robust to disturbance) paradoxical design. Future work includes further analysis of parameters to test how net growth characteristics change. We will also explore other possible mechanisms of paradoxical signaling such as the IL-2 regulated protein c-FLIP which enhances and inhibits T-Cell apoptosis at low and high levels respectively [13] . We may then propose analogous intracellular mechanisms which result in similar functional characteristics between signaling molecule growth and death for synthetic applications.
